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One of the first publications devoted to nonlocal elliptic problems was 
the paper of T. Carleman [S]. Together with this paper are closely 
associated further investigations of singular integral equations with shifts 
and elliptic boundary value problems with shifts which map the boundary 
onto itself [9]. Bibliographies ofpublications and the theory of abstract 
nonlocal elliptic problems are contained in [4, 71. 
In [2] the Laplace equation was considered with boundary conditions 
connecting the values of the unknown function on a manifold r, c aQ 
(Q c R”) with its values on some manifold o(T, ) c Q and Dirichlet condi- 
tions on 13Q\f,. The solvability of this problem in various functional 
spaces was studied in [16-18,201 and elsewhere. In [ 17,201 it was shown 
that in the case o(F,) n (r,\r,) # 0 the Dirichlet problem with arbitrary 
small coefficients in nonlocal terms can have a negative index. In [lo] the 
formula of index for some nonlocal elliptic boundary value problems of 
second order in a plane domain was obtained. 
In the present paper we consider elliptic equations of order 2m in a 
bounded domain Q c R" with nonlocal conditions connecting the traces of 
the unknown function and its derivatives on the manifolds rj (IJ, F, = 8Q) 
with its traces on some compacturn a c Q. In the case a c Q (Section 2) 
and in the case Sz n K = 0 (Section 3) we prove the stability ofindex of 
nonlocal problems in Sobolev spaces and weighted spaces, where 
Xi = Uj (T,\r,). In particular the set D can consist of one or several 
manifolds (see [2, 163). In Section 4 it is established that in the case 
Q n Xi = 0 index of the equation of second order, with Dirichlet 
conditions containing nonlocal perturbations, is equal to zero. 
The elliptic problems with nonlocal conditions are closely associated 
with boundary value problems for elliptic functional differential equations 
[ 171. The theory of functional differential equations for the functions of 
one variable was reflected inthe publications most completely [IS, 131. The 
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boundary value problems for elliptic functional differential equations were 
studied in [17, 191. We note also some interesting applications of the 
theorem on index of nonlocal elliptic problems to the theory of diffusion 
processes [6, 20, 213. 
1. REDUCTION TO HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION 
Let H, HI, H2 be Hilbert spaces and S = H, x H,. Let A: H + H, and 
B”, B’: H + H2 be linear bounded operators. We introduce the operators 
3’o, 9: H-i SP according to the formulae go = (A, B’}, 9 = (A, B}, 
where B= B” + B’. We denote by N(Z) the kernel of 3 and by g(Y) 
the image of 3’. We say that the operator $P is Fredholm if S?(Y) is 
closed in SJ? and dim M(3) < co, codim W(Y)< co. The number 
ind 3’ = dim M(Z) - codim W(g) is called the index of 3. We denote by 
Gi and G the restrictions f operators B’ and B to N(A), i = 0, 1. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that the operators Yo, 9 are Fredholm. Then the 
operators Go, G: N(A) -+ H, are Fredholm. Besides, if ind Go = ind G, then 
ind go = ind P’. 
Proof. Evidently, N(Y) = N(G). Let the set of functions fi = (cp,, Icli), 
i = 1, . . . . r, be the orthonormal basis in S?(g)‘, where cpi~ H,, t,bi~ HZ, 
a(Z)’ is the orthogonal complement to B(Y) in X’. Then the system of 
equations 
Au=O, Bu=IC/ (1.1) 
has a solution if and only if (II/, $i)Hz = 0, i = 1, . . . . r. Thus W(G) is closed 
in H, and p = codim W(G) 6 r. 
Analogously, we can show that the restriction of operator A to N(B) is 
Fredholm and dimension of its cokernel is less than or equal to c. There- 
fore .%(A) is closed in H, and m = codim &‘(A) < r. We denote by A” the 
restriction fA to M(A)’ mapping N(A)’ onto 9(A). The operator A 
has the bounded inverse operator A” - ‘: B’(A) + N(A)‘. We introduce the 
operator 8: H + W(A) x H, by the formula 8~ = (Au, Bu). Evidently, 
indT=indg--m. 
We consider the system of equations corresponding to operator p
Au=cp, Bu=+, (1.2) 
where cp E W(A), $ E Hz. We denote w = u - A”-‘cp. Then the problem (1.2) 
becomes 
Aw=O, Bw=q, (1.3) 
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where q= $ - B~-‘cJI. The problem (1.3) and therefore the problem ( 1.2) 
has a solution if and only if 
(rl3 Xj)H* = O (j= 1 , . ..i P), (1.4) 
where x, , . . . . x,, is a orthonormal basis in B?(G)‘. 
From the boundedness of the operators B: H -+ H, and 2 - ‘: .@(A ) --+ 
.$‘(A)’ and the Schwarz inequality, itfollows that 
Thus (BA”-‘(p, xj)H2 is a linear bounded functional on %?(A). From the 
Riesz theorem, there exist bi6W(A) such that 
-VA-$, xj)HZ= (cp> B,)F,,, IIP,llff, d (’ IIXiIIN1~ 
Therefore the conditions (1.4) will have the form (cp, fl,)“, + ($, xj)HZ = 0, 
j = 1, . . . . p. Here @,, = (pj, x,) E X are linearly independent. Thus 
codim 9(p) = p = codim 9?(G). Therefore ind G = ind 8 = ind 9 + m. 
Analogously we can prove that the operator G,: ,V(A) -+ Hz is Fredholm 
and ind G,= ind Y0 + m. Thus from the equality ind G,= ind G, we get 
ind & = ind 9. 1 
2. STABILITY OF INDEX OF PROBLEMS WITH SUPPORT OF 
NONLOCAL TERMS IN DOMAIN Q 
1. We introduce a complex Sobolev space Wk(s2), where 52 c R” is an 
open domain with a Lipschitz boundary, n b 2, k 3 0 (see [ 14, p. 301). 
Let Q c R” be a bounded domain with a boundary c?Q E C”. Then there 
exist the open domains V(x’) (X’E V(x’)n 8Q; i= 1, . . . . N) covering aQ 
such that in every domain V(x’) we can define nondegenerate infinitely 
differentiable transformation fcoordinates x -P y’ = y mapping V(x’) n c3Q 
onto a part of hyperplane y,, = 0. Let CI p,(x) E 1 be a partition of unity 
in the neighborhood of 8Q (rp,~ Cm(Rn), supp ‘pit V(x’)). We denote by 
Wk(aQ) a complex Sobolev space of functions uE l;,(aQ) such that in the 
local coordinates y’, ((P~u)E Wk(Rnp’), i= 1, . . . . N. The norm in Wk(8Q) is 
defined by the formula 
‘) 
where the norms IJcpiuJl ,+,kCR++ are determined in coordinates ~‘j. 
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2. We consider the equation 
Au = A024 + A lz4 =fo(x) (xEQ) (2.1) 
with nonlocal conditions 
B,,u = (BO,u) laQ + B;u + B;u =f&x) (x E aQ; p = 1, . . . . m). (2.2) 
Iiere 
(‘4Ou)(x) = AO(x, D)u(x) = 1 a,(x)D”u(x), 
Ial = 2m 
(BO,u)(x) = Bo,(x, D)u(x) = c b,,(x)D”u(x); 
Ial =m, 
a,, b,, E C’V”), fog W&(Q), f,c Wk+2m-mfi-“2(aQ) 
are complex-valued functions; Da = 0”;’ . . .Dz, 0, = - id/ax,, CY = (c( 1, .,., IX,), 
]cl]=cjaj; k>,O is an integer, k+2m>m,+ 1. 
We suppose that operators A, B satisfy the following conditions: 
2.1. The operator A”(x, D) is properly elliptic for all XE Q [14, 
p. 1101. 
2.2. The system Bz(x, D), ,U = 1, . . . . m, covers the operator A”(x, D) 
for all xEaQ [14, p. 1131. 
2.3. The operators A’: Wk+“+“(Q) --t Wk(Q), B;: Wk+2m(Q) -+ 
Wk+2m--me--‘/‘(aQ), Bi: Wk+2m--z(Q) + Wk+*m-me-‘/‘(aQ) are bounded 
and there exists 6> 0 such that for all u E Wk +2m(Q) 
((B1u(l &+k,*+2m-mp-W(aQ) <cl bii ti+zm(Qa)~ (2.3) 
where QS= {xEQ:p(x,aQ)>s}; O<rr, rzdk+2m. 
We introduce Hilbert space wk(Q, aQ) = Wk(Q) x w”(aQ) with the 
norm 
IIF;IiWk(Q,aQ) = ( iifOii2@(Q, + ilfl,&@Q) 1 
1'2, 
where wk(aQ)= II, Wk+2m--mfl--‘12(aQ), (1 fII $ktaQj = C, (1 f (( 2@+2m-mc-liZ(aQ)y 
f= (f,, vfm), F= Gf). 
We define the bounded operators 9, To: Wk’ ‘“(Q) + 9fk(Q, aQ) by 
the formulae Yu= {Au, B,u}, You= {A’#, (Bzu)IaQ}. Thus the operator 
9 is obtained from Y. by adding nonlocal terms. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the conditions 2.1-2.3 hold. Then the operator 
2’: Wk +‘“(Q) + -w”(Q, aQ) corresponding to the abstract nonlocal problem 
(2. I), (2.2) is Fredholm, and ind 9 = ind Zo. 
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Proof: In [16] it was proved that the operator 2 is Fredholm. By 
virtue of condition 2.3 and compactness of the imbedding operators of 
~k+2m(~) into Wk+Zm-r (Q) (Theorem 16.1 of [14, p. 991) the operators 
A’. Wk”“(Q) -+ Wk(Q), Bi: Wk+2m(Q) + Wk’2m-m~~“2(~Q) are compact 
(i= rl, r2). The addition of a compact operator does not change the index 
[ 123. Therefore we can accept that A i = 0, Bf = 0. We denote by G, and G 
the restrictions of operators B’ (i = 0, 1) and B to ..V(AO), where 
B”u= {B;z&}, B’u= {B:u}, Bu= B’u+B’u. 
By virtue of Lemma 1.1, for the proof it suffices to show that 
ind G = ind Go. We introduce the function 5E C?(Q) such that c(x) = 1 for 
x E Q,, t(x) = 0 for x $ Q6,2. From the inequality (2.3), an a priori estimate 
of solutions of “local” elliptic problems (Theorem 5.1 of [ 14, p. 1491) and 
Leibniz’ formula. we obtain 
d wWU wJkcQ) + il4 Wk+L”-l(Q)) = k,iI4 Wt+2m--l~p~ (2.4) 
for all UE .N(A’). Thus by virtue of compactness of the imbedding 
operator from Wkf2m(Q) into Wk+2m-- ‘(Q), the operator G, : .~V(,4’) -+
$Yk(8Q) is compact. Therefore, ind G = ind Go. m 
As it is known, the operator 6p is Fredholm if and only if the conditions 
2.1, 2.2 are fulfilled. Thus we obtain 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the operator Yo: Wkf2m(Q) + -rY-“(Q, 8Q) be 
Fredholm, and let the conditions 2.3 be fulfilled. Then the operator 
2’: Wk+2”(Q) -+ w”(Q, 8Q) corresponding to the abstract nonlocal problem 
(2.1), (2.2) is Fredholm and ind 6p = ind sPo. 
3. We consider the example of nonlocal boundary value problems (2.1) 
(2.2) 
Au = c a,(x)D”u(x) =fO(x) (xEQ), (2.5) 
/zl<Zm 
B,u = 5 c b,,,(x)~"u(~,(x)) l<qQ =fi,(x) 
s=o IalGm,, 
(XE dQ; p = 1, . . . . m) (2.6) 
(see [2, 161). Here a,, brsz E C”(P) are complex-valued functions; w, 
are infinitely differentiable nondegenerate transformations mapping some 
neighborhood yS of the boundary 8Q into w,(v,,) so that w,(y,) c Q for 
s>O, oo(x)=x; M>O is an integer; D*u(o,(x))= DTu(y)l V=t,l,.Y,. 
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We introduce the operators A’, A’, EL (i = 0, 1,2; p = 1, . . . . m), 
(A”4(x)=c,,,=2m ~,(xP”u(x)> (A1u)(4=C,,,<2m ~&Pw)~ (+4(x) 
= c,,, =mp bporrcwa4G (+4(x) = c&z, <mp b,o&Pw))laQ? (@u)(x) 
=El<sC,E,4tPf, b,s,(x)o”u(w,(x)))laQ. 
LEMMA 2.1. The operators A’, B’, B2 satisfy the condition 2.3 for 
r1 = r2 = 1. 
Proof: Clearly the operators A’, B’, B2 are bounded. We prove the 
inequality (2.3). We introduce the functions qS E C”(P) such that q,(x) = 1 
for XE o,(yt), qS(x) = 0 for XE w,(y,‘), where yt, yz are some neigh- 
borhoods of aQ and z c ~5, z c yS. Clearly 
(B1lr)oJ=( c c b,,(X)S,(~,(X))~“~(~,(x)) 
)I 
(2.7) 
1cs lal<m, JQ 
for u E IIJ’“‘~~(Q). Using (2.7), transformation fvariables y” = o,(x), and 
condition o,(y,) c Q, we obtain 
llB:ull ,vk+2+m,i-m(aQ) 
6 kl 1 C Il?,(W,(x))~aU(W,(x))II wk+2m-mp(yfnQ) 
1cs lrl<m, 
G k2 1 C Il?s(Y”)~aU(Y”)ll wf+2-mp(us(p~)) 
16s lll<mp 
Gk, Ilull Wk+'"'(Qd (2.8) 
for all u E 14’k+2m(Q), where 6 = min p(o,(y,), 8Q) > 0, 1 <s. 1 
We introduce the operators 9, Yo: Wkf2m(Q) + %@(Q, i3Q) by the 
formulae S!u= {Au, B,u}, You= {A’u, (BO,u)IaQ}. 
From Lemma 2.1 and from Theorem 2.1, it follows 
THEOREM 2.3. Let the conditions 2.1, 2.2 for the operators A’, B” be 
fulfilled. Then the operator 9: Wk’ 2”(Q) -+ wk(Q, aQ) corresponding to 
the nonlocal problem (2.5), (2.6) is Fredholm, and ind 9’ = ind PO. 
Thus for elliptic problems the nonlocal perturbations with support inside 
a domain do not change the index. 
3. STABILITY OF INDEX OF PROBLEMS WITH SUPPORT OF 
NONLOCAL TERMS IN Q\xl 
1. In [17] it is shown that if intersection fthe support of nonlocal 
terms and the boundary is not empty then a solution can have power 
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singularities n ar some set X. It is therefore natural to consider such 
problems in weighted spaces (see [ 11, 151). 
Let Q c R” be the open bounded domain with the boundary 8Q = Ui r, 
!ZriffoGs oiclass 
N,) where fi are the open connected (n - 1 )-dimensional 
C m, which are open in the topology of 8Q; n 2 2. We 
suppose that in a neighborhood of each point g E 8Q \ IJ i f i the domain Q 
is diffeomorphic to an n-dimensional dihedral angle Ob = {x = (y, z) E R”: 
IcpI <b, ZE R”-2}, ‘f 1 n>3,andtoaplaneangle0,={x=y~R~:~q~<bf, 
if IZ = 2. Here 0 <b < 1~, r, cp are polar coordinates of y E R2. 
We introduce the closed set X = X(Q) by formula 
where &=8Q\Uiri=U,,Xi,, X2=lJ,,A’&cUir,, Xx=lJvX3\,~Q; XIV 
(j= 1, 2, 3; v= 1, . ..) Ni) are disjoint closed (n - 2)-dimensional connected 
manifolds of class C”. If n = 2, then 4,, are isolated points and N, = N, 
Remark 3.1. The sets X2, X3 can be empty. 
In the following we shall suppose that for the domain Q there exists a
function p = p(x) E P(Rn\X), which in some neighborhood of the set X 
coincides with the distance between the set X and the point XE Q, and 
p(x) 3 c > 0 outside of this neighborhood. 
We introduce the space H:(Q) as a completion of the set CF(Q\X) in 
the norm 
where Cz(Q\X) is the set of infinitely differentiable functions in & with 
compact supports belonging to Q\ X; k 2 0 is an integer; a E R. We denote 
by Hkp l’*(r) the space of traces on a smooth (n - 1 )-dimensional manifold -a . f c Q with the norm 
IbkIIH;-~“2(r)=inf Il”IIH:(Q) (u-:(Q): ulr=$). 
2. We consider the nonlocal problem 
Au = AOu + A’24 =fo(x) (XE Q\xL 
Bipu=B;uI,,+B;p+B;u=fiJx) 
(x E r,; i = 1, . . . . No; p = 1, . . . . m). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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tBO,u)tx) = BOptx, D)“tx) = CIE =nqp bipO~tx)Dautx)~ aa, bj&i E CmtR”); 
k > 0 is an integer; k + 2m > mil, + 1. 
We shall assume that the following conditions hold: 
3.1. The operator A”(x, D) is properly elliptic for all XE Q. 
3.2. The system Bt(x, D), p = 1, . . . . m, covers the operator A(x, D) 
for all i = 1, . . . . No and x E ri. 
3.3. If IZ B 3, then mi, < 2m - 1 and the system of operators Bk(x, D), 
p = 1, . . . . m, is normal for all i = 1, . . . . No and x E Ti [14, p. 1131. 
3.4. The operators A’: ZZ%Ii”-l(Q) -+ZZt+JQ), Z$: Hi;P(Q) -+ 
H~~:m-m8~-1’2(ri), B$: H:::“-‘(Q) +H~~:m-m~~-1/2(ri) are bounded 
and there exist K, D > 0 such that for all u E ZZ: Tim(Q) 
whereS,(~,)=(xER”:p(x,~~)<&). 
We introduce the operators zo, 9: ZZkI:m(Q) + Si+k(Q, 8Q) by the 
formulae zou= {A’#, By,ul,}, 9u= {Au, Bcu}. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose conditions 3.1-3.4 are satisfied and operator Y. : 
H:::“‘(Q) --t %t+,JQ, aQ) is Fredholm. Then the operator 9: Hi::“‘(Q) + 
Si+,JQ, aQ) corresponding to the abstract nonlocal problem (3.2), (3.3) is 
Fredholm, and ind 9 = ind zo. 
Proof I. From the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [17] it follows that the 
operator 9 is Fredholm. By virtue of condition 3.4, compactness of the 
imbedding operator from H:::“(Q) into Hail”-’ (see [ll, 
Lemma 3.5]), and the theorem on the stability ofindex of operators for 
compact perturbations, we can accept that A’ =O, Bf = 0. We introduce 
the operators B, B”, B’: Hi::” (Q) + XI+ ,(aQ) by the formulae Boa = 
{Btul,}, B’u= {B:flu}, Bu= B”u + B’u. We denote by G, Go, G, the 
restrictions f the operators B, B”, B’ to the subspace JV(,~‘) c HtIP(Q). 
By Lemma 1.1 for the proof it sufIices toshow that ind G = ind Go. 
II. We denote by G’, GA, G: the restrictions f the operators G, Go, 
G, to N(G,)l. Clearly, Jlr(G,)l c N(A”) and G’ = GZ,, Gi= GoI,, where 
IO: N(G,)’ + N(A”) is the imbedding operator from Jlr(G,)’ into 
N(A’). By definition dim N(Z,) = 0, codim B(Z,) = dim N(G,) = m, < ~0. 
Thus by Theorem 12.2 of [ 121, ind G’ = ind G + ind Z, = ind G-m,, 
ind GA = ind Go + ind IO = ind Go - m,. By virtue of these equalities it 
s&ices to prove that ind G’ = ind GA. 
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III. We consider the operators GA, G’: A’(G,)’ + A!t+JaQ). 
By definition the operators GA, G’ are Fredholm. We denote by P the 
operator of orthogonal projection from X”, + ,(aQ ) onto W(GA)‘. Since 
codim R(Gh) < co, the operator P is compact. Therefore ind CL = 
ind(GA + (E- P)G:), where E is the unit operator. This it suffices toprove 
that indGA=ind(Gh+(E-P)G:). Since GAu, G,$+(E-P)G~~E~?(G:,) 
for tc~N(G,,)l, we can consider GA, G~+(E-P)G::JV(G,)~ -+ 
&?““,+,($Q) as the operators mapping A’(G,)’ into %(GA). Here the 
index of these operators increases by one and the same number 
m, = codim &!(G,!,) < m. This operator GA: <,v(G,)’ + %‘(GA) has a 
bounded inverse operator R, = (Gh) - I: J%( GA) + JY(G~)~ and ind GA = 0. 
By Theorem 12.2 of [12], ind(Gi+ (E- P)Gi)= ind(E+ R,(E- P)Gl). It 
remains to show that ind(E+ R,(E- P)G:)=O. 
IV. We introduce the functions 5,~ E d'(R") such that 
4(x) = 1 
tl(x) = 1 
for XEQ~, 5(x) = 0 for x $ Qnf2, (3.6) 
for .xE S,(T)), r(x) = 0 for x4 &,(X1). (3.7) 
We define the operators S1, SZ : N(G,)’ --) .N(G,)i by the formulae S, u = 
R,(E-P)B'(&), S,u=R,(E-P)B’(l-[)u.Clearly, E+R,(E-P)G:= 
E+ S, + Sz. From the definition of operator R, and the imbedding 
A/(G,)’ c -.+^(A’), we obtain 
A"Ro(E-P)B'(&)=O, (3.8) 
B"Ro(E-P)B1(&)=(E-P)B'(<u). (3.9) 
By Theorem 2.1 of [17] for all UEH~~~“‘(Q) 
Ilull H~::m(Q,~kl(llA”vIIH~+ace,+ II~“~llxl;~,c~~e,+ IIvll”l]*,~z,(p)). (3.10) 
From the inequality (3.10) and (3.8), (3.9) we obtain 
Using the boundedness of operator I?‘: H:::“(Q) + X1 +,(aQ), a priori 
estimate (3.10), Leibniz’ formula, and the inclusion .A’(G,)l c N(A’), we 
have 
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Thus 
IIS1 41 H;,‘,“(Q) <k5(Ilull H,“;:“-‘(Q) + IIR~(E-P)B’(~u)ll,~+,_,,(Q)). 
From this inequality, compactness of the imbedding operator from 
Hiram into H~~:“~’ (Q) and boundedness of operator R,(E- P)B’: 
H:;;“(Q) + Ht=;” (Q), it follows that the operator S, :J(GO)l -+ 
JV(G,)I is compact. 
Now we shall prove that the operator S::M(GO)l + JV(G,)I is com- 
pact. By inequality (3.5) and definition of function t(x) (see (3.6)), 
supp B’( 1 - 5)~ c &(X1) for all u E Jlr(G,)l. Therefore using (3.7) we have 
B’(l-~)u=r#?‘(1-&4. (3.11) 
From the boundedness of the operator R,(E- P): Aft+, + H:::“(Q), 
we have 
IIs: “,“=k”(Q) <k,( IIB’tl - t)&(E- P)B’( 1 - t)ull)H~+,caQ,. (3.12) 
We consider the expression R,(E - P)B’( 1 - 5)~. The equality 
R,(E-P)B’(l-<)u=R,(E-P)@‘(l-+ (3.13) 
follows from (3.11). We denote by P, the operator of orthogonal projection 
from Hail” onto Jlr(G,). Then (E-P,)vEX(G~)’ and 
R,Go(E- P,)u = (E- P,)o for UEH~~~-(Q). (3.14) 
We denote 
~=R,(E-P)~B1(1-5:)u-i&(E-P)B’(1-~)u. 




By virtue of (3.13), (3.15), (3.16), 
R,(E-P)B’(l-t)u=qR,(E-P)B’(l-{)u 
+RoGo(E-P,)Y+P,Y. (3.17) 
On the other hand, using the equalities G,,P, y = 0 and G,,R,w = w for 
w E %?(GA) and Leibniz’ formula, we obtain 
RoGo(E- P,)y = RoGoy = R,[GoR,(E- P)@(l - <)u 
- GoqR,(E- P)B’(l - <)u] 
=R,[(E-P)@(l--)u-q(E-P)B’(I--5)~ 
+DR,(E-P)B’(l-t)u] = T,u+ T2u, (3.18) 
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where T,u = R,(@--Pu)B’(l -4)u, T,u = R,DRo(E-P)B’(i -<)u, 
OS= {C,dip(X)~“dX)Ir,} (Ial Gmip- l), djp,ECm(R”). 
From (3.17) and (3.18) we have 
Ro(E-P)B’(I -<)u=qR,(E-P)B’(l --)u+P,y+T,u+TZu, 
Therefrom using the inequality (3.4), we obtain 
B’(l-5)R,(E-P)B’(l -()U 
=B’(l-t)P,y+B’(l-<)(T,+T,)u. (3.19) 
By virtue of (3.19) and (3.12) we have 
Its:4 ~,k~;~~g,~M~‘U -W,Y+B’(~ -MT, + Td4).x;~,mw 
From this inequality, boundedness of operators B’: H”,z,$“(Q) -+ 
X2 + ,(LJQ) and R. : X5 + ,(aQ) + H: 1 i”(Q), compactness of the operators 
P, P,, and the imbedding operator from H;::“(Q) into H~~~“-~‘(Q) 
it follows that SI: Jv(G,)’ -.M(G,)I is compact. Thus R,(E- P)Gf = 
S, + S,, where S, , Si are compact operators. Therefore by Theorem 15.4 of 
[12], ind(E+ R,(E- P)Gi)=O. i 
3. We consider an example of nonlocal boundary value problem (3.2), 
(3.3). We denote by oiS(x) infinitely differentiable nondegenerate trans- 
formations mapping some neighborhood Ri of the manifold fi into the set 
o,(s1,) so that w,(Ti) c Q, s = 1, . . . . M;, i= 1, . . . . NO, where Mj is an 
integer, oiO(x) = x. 
We assume that the set X defined by the formula 
X = CXj U IJ W,,(Pi\ri) U IJ IJ OJjp(Ois(Fj\ri) n rf) 
i 
(i, j= I;:.., 
I i i. p i, 5 I 
No; s = 1, . ..) M,; p = 1, . ..) M,) (3.20) 
has the form (3.1), and the following conditions hold: 
3.5. If A’& n o,(T,) # 0, then XX,, c w,(T;) and o,;‘(X&) c X, 
3.6. o,(r,) nXl = 0, s= 1, . . . . Mi, i= 1, . . . . No. 
We consider the nonlocal problem 
(XE fi; i= 1, . . . . No; p = 1, . . . . m). (3.22) 
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Here A(x, D), B&x, D) are the differential operators with complex- 
valued coefficients of class C”(R”) of orders 2m and m,, respectively; 
f= uaip~ ~-e,ku2~ 32h m,, + 1 d k + 2m; AO(x, D), BO,(x,D) are 
homogeneous principal parts of the operators A(x, D) and Bi,,(x, D), 
satisfying conditions 3.1-3.3. 
We introduce the bounded operators A’: H!::“-‘(Q) + Ht+,JQ), Bip: 
H),=:m(Q)~H~=~“-“i~-“2(ri), B;: H~=:“-‘(Q)~H~=:“-“‘P-~/*(~~) 
by the formulae A’u = Au - A’u, B~u = Cl Gs B&x, D)u(o,(x))) r,, 
B;u= B,u- B$l,;- B! u. w 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Q, c R” be a bounded domain such that p c Ql, and let 
xx(Q~)=x(Q). 7% en or every function uE H:(Q) there exists a function f 
UE Ht(Ql) such that U(x) = u(x) for XE Q and II UII HtCe,j d c3 Ilull H!(Q). 
Prooj Without loss of generality we assume that n 3 3. It suffices to
show that for every function uE Ht(Q,) there exists a function U E Hi( R”) 
such that U(x) = U(X) for x E 0, and 
II VI f&R”) < k, ilull HEY 
where X(R”)=X(@,)={x=(y,z)~R”:y=0). 
We pass to the variables cp, T, z’ and denote by ii(q, II, z’) Fourier trans- 
formation of function u(cp, r, z’) with respect o r, where cp, r are polar 
coordinates of point y E R2, r= -lnr, zr=rP1z, ZER”-*. From [Ill] it 
follows that for almost all A E {A E C : Im A= ho} we have ii(cp, 1 z’) E
Wk(a),whereho=-a+k-n/2,52={(cp,z’):Icpl<b}.Bythetheoremon 
extension of fuctions in Sobolev spaces there exists a function U, E Wk(sZ,) 
such that U,(cp, A, z’) = ii(cp, ;1, z’) for ]qI <b, Ul(cp, I, z’) = 0 for 
(7c+b)/2< Id dn, and 
where 0, = { (cp, z’) : Iq( < x}. Therefore and from [ 111 it follows that 
there exists the function UE Ht(R”) such that 8((p, 1, z’) = Ul(cp, A, z’) and 
- 00 + iho 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the conditions 3.5, 3.4 hold. Then the operators A’, Bf, 
BL satisfy the condition 3.4. 
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Proof. I. Clearly the operators A’, Bf, Bfp are I ounded. We 
obtain the inequalities (3.4), (3.5) considering the functions (P,!,\ = 
Bip.k D)~QL(x)) Ir, instead of the function Bf,,u, 16 s. 
II. Let first A$ = o,(ri) n 8Q # @. Then by virtue of condition 3.6 
there exists a neighborhood G, of the set w,,JTj) and number K >O 
such that S,,(J&) c G,, Gi., c w,(L?~), G, n S,,(K,) = @, G, n .W‘ = 
w,,(r,) n X. By Lemma 3.1 for every u E HzI:m(Q) there exists a function 
UE HiIp(Q u S,(J%‘,~)) such that U(x) = u(.Y) for XE Q and 
II UII H;:;m(S,(.M,,)) G kl tI”Ii H;:;m(QnS~h(.K,,)). (3.23) 
We denote @,Jx) = ~,(w,(x))Bip,,(x, D)U(o,(x)) for x E 52, n Q, 
@Jx)=O for x~Q\s2~, where t,,s~C”(R”), l,(x)=1 for x~o,(r,), 
t,(x) = 0 for x4 G,= (G, n Q) u S,(J&). Clearly @c,Y EHk,zp “+(Q) 
and (Pips=@ipsIr; Therefore, passing to the new variables x’ = QJX) and 
using the condition 3.5 and the inequality (3.23) we obtain 
Clearly o,,(f;\ S,(Xi)) c Qza for some cr > 0. We denote 
Y,,(x) = @ip,(x)~i,~(wjs(x)) for x Eai n Q, Yip,(x) = 0 for x E Q\s2;, where 
v~,EC?(R”), g,(x)= 1 for XEQ 2ar qi,(x) = 0 for x$ Q,. It is easy to see 
that YipA EHk, 1 i” ~ ‘YQ 1 and Pip.s I r,; s,( x I ) = ‘f’+, I r, .y,( .x,). Therefore 
IlVi,*ll H b:f-fl- z(F,\S,(x.,)) ’ < II y;J H,k;j”-m’p(Q) dk, Ilull H;:p(en). 
III. Let now w,,(r,) c Q. Then analogously to point II for some 
o>O we have 
From this estimate we obtain (3.5), (3.4). 1 
From Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.1 it follows that, if the operators 
A’(x, D), By,(x, D) and transformations ois(x) satisfy conditions 3.1-3.3, 
3.5, 3.6, and the operator gO: Hz::“‘(Q) --+ X’k,+,JQ, aQ) is Fredholm, 
then the operator 9’: Ht 1:” (Q) + &‘i + k( Q, 8Q) is also Fredholm. 
4. Now we shall formulate sufficient conditions of Fredholm property 
for the operator Yo. 
Suppose first hat n 3 3. Let x + x’ = x’(g) be a nondegenerate smooth 
coordinate transformation, mapping some neighborhood V(g) c R” of the 
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point g E Q onto a neighborhood V,(O). We denote by Ag(D,,, D,.), 
B&,(D,,, D,,) the homogeneous principal parts of the operators ,4(x, D), 
BiPO(x, D) written in the new coordinate system x’ = x’(g) with coefficients 
frozen at the point 0. Here x’ = (y’, z’), y’ E R*, z’ E R”- *. We write the 
operators Ag(D,,, 0), B&,(D,,, 0) in polar coordinates r’, cp’: 
Ag(D,,, 0)= (r’)-2mAg((p’, D, , r’Dr,), (3.24) 
B$,,,(D,,, 0) = (r’)-‘+B$,((p’, D,., r’Dr,). (3.25) 
If g E Xi, then there exist i, = ii(g), i, = i*(g), and a nondegenerate 
smooth transformation x + x’ = x’(g) such that (a) g E Fji, n Fi;., and (b) the 
images of the sets Q n V(g) and Ti/ n V(g) are, respectively, theintersec- 
tion of the dihedral angle QbE= {x’ : lq’l <b,} with the neighborhood of 
zero VP(O) and the intersection ofthe side F’,. = (x’ : Iv’/= ( - l)jb,) with 
the neighborhood V,(O), j= 1,2. If g E X2,, then X2, c Ti for some i = i(g). 
Because of the smoothness of the boundary and of the manifold X,,, in a 
sufficiently small neighborhood V(g) of g there exists a nondegenerate 
smooth transformation x’= x’(g) mapping Q n V(g) onto the intersection 
of the half-space R: = {x’ : lq’l < 742) with some neighborhood V,(O) so 
that X,, n V(g) is mapped onto the intersection f set 9 = {x’ : y’ = 0} 
with V,(O). We introduce the operator L,(A) : Wk+2m( -b,, bg) -+ 
7Tk( - b,, bg) = I@( -b,, bg) x C” x C” with parameter by the formula 
Here ifgEXZ, then b,=n/2, i,=i,=i(g). 





c IY’I*~ (Jy’12”a’-k)+ 1)ID,,ul’dy’ 
1~1 <k K I 
where K= R2 or K= ob, = {JJ’E R2 : lq’l <b,}. We denote by Et-“‘(y,) 
the space of traces with norm 
ll11/11 El;-1/2(yg,) = inf Ilull E1;(Bbg) (u f m%J : $ = 24 I& 
Here y,=(y’~R~:q’=(-l)~b~), geX,uX2, j=l,2. We introduce 
the bounded operator LZg(~): E~~~m(t?bg) + ~9!+~(0~,, yg) = Ei+k(dbg) x
ni n, EC: k(ygj) by the formula 
Yg(o)w = {Ag(D,,, w)w(Y’), B&,(D,,, +W)l,g,)> 
wherepi,=k+2m-mj,,-1/2,0~S”-3=(w~R”~2:~o~=1}. 
If gE%“, then there exists a nondegenerate smooth transformation 
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x -+ x’ = x’(g) mapping a neighborhood I’(g) c Q onto some neigh- 
borhood V,(O) so that X3,, n V(g) is mapped onto 9 n V,(O). We 
introduce the bounded operator L,(i) : W’;z2”‘(0, 277) -+ Wt,(O, 27~) by the 
formula L,(A)0 = Ag(q’, D,,, - A)v(cp’), where W’;,(O, 2~) is the closure of 
the set of infinitely differentiable 2n-periodic functions in Wi(O, 27r). We 
define the bounded operator dp,(w): Ek,z:“(R’) -+ E”,+k(R2) by the formu.la 
L?g(o)w=A”(D,., o)w(y’). 
By virtue of Theorem 5.1 from [l] and Theorem 1 from [3] for every 
g E X, there exists a finitely meromorphic operator-valued function Rg( A) 
such that for E, not a pole of R,(A) the operator L,(1) has a bounded 
inverse L; ‘(A) = R,(1). The poles of R,(A), except possibly for a finite 
number, are located inside a double angle of opening less then rc containing 
the imaginary axis. By virtue of Theorem 6.3 of [ 151 if on the line 
Im A= -a - 1 + 2m there are no poles of the function R,(J) then for all 
wESn-3 the operator Tg(w) is Fredholm. 
Therefore and from [ 151 it follows 
LEMMA 3.3. Let n > 3 and let conditions 3.1-3.3 hold. Suppose for ail 
g E X on the line Im A= -a - 1 + 2m there are no poles oj R,(A) and ft./ 
k =0 dim M(Y’(~))=codim %?(Z’(w))=O for any OE s”-‘. Then the 
operator Yb : Ht T 2”’ (Q) -+ 21; + J Q, 8Q) is Fredholm. 
From Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 it follows 
THEOREM 3.2. Let n > 3. Let conditions of Lemma 3.3 and conditions 3.5, 
3.6 hold. Then the operator 9: HtI i”(Q) + Xz,JQ, aQ) corresponding to 
the nonlocal problem (3.21), (3.22) is Fredholm and ind Y = ind 90. 
Let now on n = 2. We denote by Ag(D,.), B&,(D,,) the homogeneous 
principal parts of the operators ,4(x, D), B&x, D) written in the new coor- 
dinate system x’ with coefficients frozen at the point 0. Then in the left 
sides of equalities (3.24), (3.25) instead of Ag(D,,, 0), B$,(D,,, 0) we have 
Ag(D,.), B$,(D,.), respectively. Retaining the meaning of denotations for 
R,(I) (gE Xx), from Lemma 1.4 of [17] we obtain 
LEMMA 3.4. Let n = 2, and let conditions 3.1, 3.2 be fulfilled. Suppose for 
all g E X on the line Im A = -a - 1 + 2m there are no poles of R,(A). Then 
the operator 6p0 : Hi T :” (Q) + X’t+k(Q, 8Q) is Fredholm. 
From Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.2, 3.4 it follows 
THEOREM 3.3. Let n = 2. Let conditions of Lemma 3.4 and conditions 3.5, 
3.6 be fulfiiled. Then the operator 9: Ht z:“(Q) -+ &‘I +JQ, aQ) corre- 
sponding to the nonlocal problem (3.21), (3.22) is Fredholm, and 
ind 9? = ind YO. 
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4. COMPATIBILITY CONDITIONS: NONLOCAL PERTURBATIONS OF 
THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
We denote by (3.22’) boundary conditions obtained from (3.22) for 
B,Jx, D) = 0, ~2 1. In contrast to elliptic problems in domains with 
corners or edges, the “local” problem (3.21), (3.22’) is considered in Q \X, 
and the set X contains the (n-2)-dimensional manifolds X,, c lJi rj and 
X,, c Q in addition to the edges Xi,, which corresponds to compatibility 
conditions in problem (3.21), (3.22). 
1. Let a+k<O. In this case, if uEHt=:“’ (Q) is the solution of nonlocal 
problem (3.21), (3.22) in Q\X, then UE Wk+2m(Q) and satisfies (3.21) in 
Q. From belonging of u(x) to Hail” (Q) it follows that u(x) has a zero 
of corresponding order in the points of the set YT. For example, if 
~~H~~~m(Q)nC’(~),Z=[-a-1+2m]+l,theneverypointxo~~isa 
zero of order i>l. 
2. We consider now the case a > 2m - 1. Let 6 > 0 such that 
S&X3) c Q, where the domain Q c R” satisfies the conditions of point 1, 
Section 3, X3 = 9” n Q and the set X defined by the formula (3.20) has the 
form (3.1). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a > 2m - 1. Then for all ZJ E Wk+2m(Sb(X3)) 
II4 H$++pySs(X3)) G c II4 W~+*y.sg(x~))~ 
where c = c(a) > 0. 
Prooj From the condition a> 2m - 1 it follows 
(4.1) 
s /,2+2m+ia0 ID*42dx< s (D”u(‘dx %(X3) WJu3) 
(ICY. =k+2m,k+2m-1). 
For the proof it suffices toshow that 
Using a partition of unity and a smooth coordinate transformation, one 
easily sees that it remains to prove estimate 
I,W=~ dzj ~y~2(0-2m+‘~0 lDau12 dy< ~~u~~2 *+*n(Gd (4.2) I4 <d IVl<& 
for all v E Wk’2(G,d), where GEd= ((y, z) : 1.~1 <E, IzI cd}. By virtue of the 
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imbedding theorem for almost all /Z <d the function u(y, z) satisfies the 
inequality 
sup P”Gj, z)l Gk, IIu(Y, z)ll wk+2m(s,(o)) (Ial <k+2m-2), 
~SS,O~ 
where k, > 0 doesn’t depend on z. Therefore and from the condition 
a>2m-1 
I,(u) G k, .r lI~ll2Wk+2ys,(o)) dz s Iy12’u~2m’dy<kj II~(l’~~+:rn~(;,~,,. I I:/ <d I.“1 cc
We denote S? = & u-X,. In this section we assume that instead of the 
set X, mentioned in the definition of the spaces H:(Q) and Hi “‘(Ti), we 
use the set 2. 
For spaces and operators A ‘, Bf , Bt, defined in that way, the assertion 
analogous to Lemma 3.2 is valid. Here we don’t use the condition 3.5 for 
transformations w,,~. This lemma follows from Lemma 4.1 and the proof of 
Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let a > 2m - 1, and let transformations oiv satisf\. 
condition 3.6. Then for the operators A I, Bt, Bfw, condition 3.4 holds. 
From Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 3.1, Theorem 10.1 of [ 151 and 
Theorems 3.1, 3.4 of [ 1 l] we obtain 
THEOREM 4.1 (see Theorem 3.2). Let n 2 3, a > 2m - 1, and let condi- 
tions 3.1-3.3, 3.6 he fulfilled. Suppose for all g E 2 on the line 
Im i = -a - 1 + 2m there are no poles qf R,(jk) and for k = 0, 
dim X(9’(w)) = codim B(Yg(w)) =0 f or any o E S” ‘. Then the operutor 
9: H::?‘(Q) + x:+,JQ, 8Q) corresponding to the equation (3.21) in Q 
with nonlocal conditions (3.22) is Fredholm, and ind Y = ind 1”;,. 
THEOREM 4.2 (see Theorem 3.3). Let n = 2, a > 2m - 1, and let 
conditions 3.1, 3.2, 3.6 be fulfilled. Suppose for all gE 2 on the line 
Im 1. = -a - 1 + 2m there are no poles of R,(A). Then the operator 
2: HZ(Q) + ~t+k(~, 8~) corresponding to the equation (3.21) in Q 
with nonlocal conditions (3.22) is Fredholm, and ind 2 = ind &. 
3. We consider the nonlocal problem 
Au= - : (ai,(x)uv,(x))., 
,,,= 1 
+ i ai(X)u,(x) + 4x)4x) =fdx) (x E Qh (4.3 
i= 1 
Biu= z b,(x)u(o,(x))=fi(x) 
s = 0 
(xE r,; i= 1, . . . . N,). (4.4 
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Here au, ai, a, b, E Cm(P) are real-valued functions; biO(x) = 1; aV(x) = 
aji(x) and 
4.1. Ci,jaii(~)[i<jiO for all XEQ and OZ~ER”; the transforma- 
tions wJx) satisfy conditions of point 3, Section 3. 
We introduce the bounded operator A’: Hz(Q) + Hz(Q) by formula 
A”u = - Ci,j (aU(x)u,(x)), and the operators B,! by formulae 
Bf u = CI 6s bis(x)u(w,(x)) Ir, (u E H:(Q)). 
Remark 4.1. If a > 1 and condition 3.6 holds, then by Lemma 4.2 the 
operators Bf satisfy condition 3.4 for k = 0, m = 1. 
We introduce the bounded operators go, 9: Hi(Q) + Xi(Q, 8Q) by the 
formulae You= {A’u, z4jr,}, Yu= {Au, B,u}. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let in some neighborhood of each point g E 4 the domain 
Q be dljjfeomorphic toan angle { 1~~1 < b,}, where 0 < 6, < 7-c/2. Let 1 < a < 2, 
and let the conditions 4.1, 3.6 hold. Then the operator 9’: Hz(Q) + 
Ift(Q, aQ) corresponding to the nonlocal problem (4.3), (4.4) is Fredholm, 
and ind 9’ = 0. 
Proof: By virtue of Remark 4.1 and Theorem 3.1 it suflicies to show 
that the operator Y. is Fredholm and ind sPo = 0. 
There exists a nondegenerate smooth coordinate transformation map- 
ping some neighborhood V(g) c R” of point g E X1 U-X, onto a 
neighborhood of zero V,(O) such that (a) the image of the set Q n V(g) is 
the intersection f the angle { Iq( <b,}, b, < n/2, with a neighborhood 
I/,(O) and (b) Ag(D,,, 0) = --A. Therefore the poles of R,(A) coincide with 
the eigenvalues of the problem 
v q,-Pv=o (Id <b,), 4--bg)=4bg)=0. (4.5) 
The eigenvalues of this problem are numbers 2, = zsi/2b,, s= + 1, f2, . . . . 
Since b, < 7t/2, we get IIm A,/ 2 1. Clearly - 1~ -a + 1 < 0. Thus the line 
Im il = --a + 1 does not contain any eigenvalues of problem (4.5). By virtue 
of Theorem 10.5 of [15] the operator Y. has a bounded inverse operator. 
Therefore ind so = 0. 1 
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